What did you like most about this instructor and course?
- Organized for an econ teacher
- Most of the material needed to understand course was presented in class w/back up readings of text as needed
- The instructor is awesome. He makes his students comfortable with the material, even the students who are clueless with economics
- I really enjoyed Dr. Yaya’s teaching style
- We covered a wide breadth of material in an extremely efficient manner
- Well rehearsed lectures.
- I liked his enthusiasm and sense of humor
- Prof. Yaya lets us know what is expected of us and is more than willing to help us succeed in his class

What did you dislike most about this instructor and course?
- That I wish I had him for Macro
- I don’t like to be cold-called on during class
- The only think I’d say is that we made little/no use of the textbook. I’d recommend greater incorporation of the book in the future if it’s used
- To not rush through the material too fast
- Could have more opportunity for points. It is a 200 level course
- Material was uninteresting

What constructive suggestions do you have for this instructor or course?
- Keep up the good work!

Additional Comments:
- Dr. Yaya is a fabulous teacher! He also handled a very unfortunate outburst from a student amazingly well. I loved the class!